Preliminary in vivo evaluation of a novel intrasaccular cerebral aneurysm occlusion device
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ABSTRACT

Objective Current endovascular technology does not offer a perfect solution for all cerebral aneurysms. Our group has built two versions of a novel aneurysm intrasaccular occlusion device (AIOD) to address the drawbacks associated with current occlusion devices. The objective of the present study was to perform pilot proof of concept in vivo testing of this new AIOD in swine and canines.

Methods Two configurations of the AIOD, termed ‘coil-in-shell’ and ‘gel-in-shell’, were implanted in surgically created sidewall aneurysms (n=4) in swine for acute occlusion studies, as well as sidewall (n=8) and bifurcation aneurysms (n=3) in canines to assess long term occlusion efficacy. Occlusion at all time points (immediate, 6 weeks, and 12 weeks) was evaluated by angiography. Neointimal healing at 12 weeks post-implantation in canines was examined histologically.

Results Angiographic analysis showed that both the coil-in-shell and gel-in-shell devices achieved complete aneurysm occlusion immediately following device delivery in sidewall aneurysms in swine. In longer term canine studies, initial occlusion ranged from 71.3% to 100%, which was stable with no recurrence in any of the sidewall aneurysms at 6 or 12 weeks. Histological analysis at 12 weeks post-implantation in canines was examined histologically.

Conclusions The AIOD tested in this study showed promise in terms of acute and chronic occlusion of aneurysms. Our findings suggest that these devices have the potential to promote robust tissue healing at the aneurysm neck, which may minimize aneurysm recurrence. Although proof of principle has been shown, further work is needed to deliver this device through an endovascular route.

INTRODUCTION

Although significant advances have been made in the endovascular treatment of intracranial aneurysms, incomplete aneurysm occlusion and recanalization remain potential shortcomings of many currently used occlusion devices. Endovascular devices currently used for the treatment of intracranial aneurysms include coils, liquid embolic agents, and flow diverting devices. One of the drawbacks of coil embolization is coil compaction over time, leading to recanalization of the aneurysm. Some degree of aneurysm recanalization occurs in as many as 20% of cases.1-3 In larger aneurysms, placement of multiple coils can be time consuming, and longer procedural times may lead to increased morbidity and mortality.1

An alternative to coil embolization is the use of liquid embolic agents. It is thought that filling aneurysms with such polymers will reduce many of the shortcomings associated with coiling, such as coil compaction.4-5 Use of the liquid embolic agent Onyx 300 (Covidien, Irvine, California, USA) involves controlled injection with use of a balloon, which has to be inflated and deflated periodically. Occlusion of aneurysms with liquid embolic agents has also faced other problems, such as difficulty containing the liquid material, thus leading to leakage into the normal circulation prior to solidification and causing incomplete filling of the aneurysm and thromboembolic complications.3-9

A recent development in aneurysm occlusion technology is the intrasaccular flow diversion device, examples of which include WEB (Woven EndoBridge, Sequent Medical Inc, Aliso Viejo, California, USA)10-11 and Luna AES (NFocus Neuromedical, Palo Alto, California, USA).12-13 These self-expanding metal mesh devices are thought to work by modifying flow at the level of the aneurysm neck and are placed within the aneurysm sac. Complete or near complete aneurysm occlusion can be achieved with these devices. One advantage of intrasaccular devices over stents or endoluminal flow diverters is that dual antiplatelet agents are not needed.

Our group has developed two versions of an aneurysm intrasaccular occlusion device (AIOD). In the coil based AIOD design, a flexible polymer shell is expanded via a single shape memory nickel titanium (NiTi) wire within the aneurysm (see online supplementary figure S1). Creation of this design was motivated by the hypothesis that delivery of a single coil would decrease procedure time, and the presence of an elastic shell would decrease device compaction. Meanwhile, the gel based device involves expansion of this polymer shell via injection of in situ gelling sodium alginate into the shell. The design of the gel-in-shell device was motivated by the containment challenge currently associated with the delivery of liquid embolic agents, as well as the biocompatibility of current liquid embolic compounds. These two AIOD designs are completely intra-aneurysmal. Furthermore, both AIOD devices possess a unique shell composed of a copolymer of hyaluronic acid and polyurethane; this material has been shown to be bioactive14-17 and could accelerate neointimal

formation to eliminate the aneurysm from the circulation. This study describes the in vivo testing of these two AIODs for aneurysm treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Coil-in-shell device
An AIOD consisting of a single NiTi wire frame surrounded by a polymeric shell was constructed as described previously.14 Briefly, 0.0100 inch diameter (Ni 55.8 wt%, O 0.05 wt% maximum, C 0.02 wt% maximum, Ti balance; SE508 Straight Bright, Nitinol Devices and Components, Fremont, California, USA) NiTi coils were wrapped around a helical jig and heat treated in a tube furnace at 350°C in nitrogen for 35 min, followed by cooling in air for 30 min. These NiTi coils (6–10 mm in diameter) were then placed within matching hemispherical films composed of a polyurethane–hyaluronic acid (PU-HA) copolymer, and the seams of the films were joined via application of 1 g/mL PU in dimethyl formamide. A previous publication describes the synthesis and characterization of PU-HA, demonstrating that it is highly elastic, transparent, biocompatible, and hemocompatible.17 All device components, as well as the final device, were soaked in 70% ethanol for 30 min followed by air drying in a biosafety cabinet. Construction of the device was also conducted in a biosafety cabinet using a sterile technique, and the devices were individually sealed in sterile containers prior to use. Devices were made in a range of sizes (6–10 mm diameter) to accommodate variations naturally found in the diameter of the vessels used during surgical aneurysm creation.

Gel-in-shell device
Devices consisting of an in situ gelling hydrogel encapsulated within a polymer shell were constructed using sodium alginate and PU-HA. PU-HA films were formed into spheres as described above. Immediately prior to device delivery, 2 mL of a 2 wt% solution of sodium alginate (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, Missouri, USA) in diH2O was mixed with 0.92 mL of 0.5% CaCO3 (Sigma-Aldrich) in diH2O. This mixture was combined with 0.02 mL of 4.3% D-glucuronic-γ-lactone (Sigma-Aldrich). Using a 26 g needle, the final alginate mixture was injected into the PU-HA shell that was seated in the aneurysmal pouch, as described below. This alginate formulation was selected to achieve a slow controlled gelation that was complete within 15 min.18

In vivo aneurysm creation
All animal experiments were conducted in accordance with policies set by the Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. In two swine and seven adult mongrel canines, sidewall and bifurcation aneurysms were created surgically by anastomosing vein pouches to the common carotid arteries, as previously described.19 20 The porcine and canine animal models were used to study acute and long term occlusion efficacy, respectively.20 The aneurysms were made from venous tissue, which was sewn to the arterial wall. The top of the venous pouch was left open for the devices to be inserted from the top of the aneurysm pouch. The pouches were closed using one silk suture. The devices were inserted into the pouch while the parent vessel was clamped on each side of the aneurysm. Carotid blood flow was restored, and angiography was performed immediately post-implantation to assess aneurysm occlusion. Because of this delivery approach, angiography before device insertion could not be performed. However, based on previous publications from our laboratory, the average aneurysm dimensions for sidewall aneurysms were 6.9 mm in height, 6.4 mm in diameter, and 4.7 mm neck width. The average dimensions for bifurcation aneurysms were 10.3 mm in height, 7.7 mm in diameter, and 5.5 mm neck.20 Two sidewall aneurysms were created in each of four canines. One bifurcation aneurysm was created in each of three canines.

Angiographic and histological analysis
The two swine were euthanized immediately following post-implantation angiography. Angiographic analysis of aneurysm occlusion in the seven canines was performed immediately post-implantation, and at 6 and 12 weeks post-implantation, with all canines euthanized at 12 weeks. Angiographic images were analyzed using ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, USA) to quantify the per cent of each aneurysm that was filled with the device at each time point; these data are reported as per cent occlusion. In addition, angiography was also categorized by two of the authors (RM and BA-K) using the Raymond Scale for aneurysm obliteration.21 The Raymond grading was consistent between the two evaluators in each case.

At sacrifice, carotid arteries and aneurysms were resected en bloc, placed in 10% formalin, and sent to Wasatch Histo Consultants Inc (Winnemucca, Nevada, USA) for histological processing. The tissues were embedded in methyl methacrylate and sectioned transversely using a diamond wire saw to yield approximately 4–6 wafers per sample. The wafers were glued to a plastic slide, ground to approximately 50 μm using an Exakt grinder, polished to an optical finish, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. One sample was kept intact for gross examination of vessel patency.

Histological slides were assessed by an independent clinical pathologist. The slices were treated with metachromatic stain to further enhance visualization of tissue structures. The thickness of the neointimal tissue covering the occlusion device at the neck of each aneurysm was measured by the same pathologist in three places.

RESULTS
Angiography
Although these coil-in-shell and gel-in-shell AIODs are ultimately intended to be delivered via an endovascular route, the purpose of this proof of concept study was solely to determine whether the fully deployed devices could occlude aneurysms surgically created in an animal model. In initial animals, the most common problem encountered at the time of implantation was slight undersizing of the device relative to the aneurysm. In subsequent animals, this issue was resolved by having multiple device sizes available at the time of surgery.

In one swine, two coil-in-shell devices were placed in opposing configurations: one with the coil axis positioned perpendicular to the parent vessel and one with the coil axis oriented parallel to the parent vessel. Both devices completely occluded the aneurysm immediately post-implantation (see online supplementary figure S2A), confirming that variations in device orientation, which may occur unintentionally during device deployment, did not negatively impact on occlusion efficacy. In the second swine, two sidewall aneurysms were also completely occluded by gel-in-shell devices (see online supplement figure S2B).

For long term studies, a total of 11 devices were implanted in seven canines, with four canines each receiving two devices deployed in sidewall aneurysms and three canines each receiving one device deployed in a bifurcation aneurysm. Of the eight devices implanted in sidewall aneurysms, five were gel-in-shell and three were coil-in-shell. With respect to occlusion...
immediately post-implantation, the devices were generally successful in blocking blood flow into the aneurysms, with obliteration rates ranging from 71.3% to 100% (Table 1). Of the three bifurcation aneurysms, two had filling of the sac of the aneurysm at initial implantation (Raymond grade 3) and one was completely occluded (Raymond grade 1). Of the sidewall aneurysms, four had filling of the sac at the time of implantation (Raymond grade 3), three had residual neck (Raymond grade 2), and one was completely occluded (Raymond grade 1). Dissection of blood flow around the occlusion device was observed in one aneurysm (dog No 5, LCC). Undersizing of the device relative to the aneurysm was believed to be the primary cause of incomplete occlusion; as noted earlier, this issue was addressed by having multiple device sizes during subsequent surgeries, whereupon occlusion efficacy was notably improved.

All sidewall aneurysms demonstrated a stable degree of occlusion at 6 and 12 weeks post-implantation. In several instances there was improvement in aneurysm occlusion (Table 1, Figure 1). The Raymond grade either stayed the same or improved in all sidewall aneurysms at 6 and 12 weeks. Of those sidewall aneurysms that had neck remnant on day 0 (Raymond grade 2), all remained stable or went on to completely occlude (Raymond grade 1), for a total of four sidewall aneurysms completely occluded by week 12. One additional sidewall aneurysm with initial sac filling (Raymond grade 3) also improved to Raymond grade 2 by the 6 and 12 week time points. No obvious differences were observed between the performance of the coil-in-shell and gel-in-shell devices at any time point.

Occlusion of bifurcation aneurysms proved more challenging with respect to both device design and placement. The shape of the first generation of these devices was spherical, which was found to be an imperfect match for the ellipsoid shape of the bifurcation aneurysm. Thus the two subsequent implantations in bifurcation aneurysms used a conical shaped shell that better matched the geometry of the aneurysm. An initial occlusion of 100% was achieved with one of the two conical shaped devices (Table 1, dog No 6), but the device suffered from poor initial placement and was found to protrude slightly into the parent vessel. As the device became better seated within the aneurysm, per cent occlusion at week 6 decreased slightly to 94.5%, but remained stable at week 12, with a Raymond grade of 1. In dog No 1, angiography at week 12 was not performed due to the angiography equipment malfunctioning. In dog No 7, angiography at weeks 6 and 12 was not performed due to device migration sometime after the immediate angiography. The aneurysm created in dog No 7 was noted to have a weak wall and dusky appearance at the time of surgery, potentially leading to device migration. In some post-implantation angiograms there was parent artery stenosis seen adjacent to the device, which may be alleviated by more precise sizing and placement of the device.

**Histology**

Eight of 10 aneurysm samples submitted for histological examination showed fibromuscular neointimal tissue covering the occlusive device at the neck of the aneurysm at 12 weeks post-implantation (Figure 2 and see online supplementary figure S3). The remaining two samples could not be evaluated because the plane of the histological sectioning may not have been through the neck. In those sections amenable to analysis, the tissue covering the neck of the aneurysm was composed of mature fibro-muscular tissue with no significant inflammatory cells, and the thickness of this covering ranged from 0.33 ±0.2 to 1.42 ±0.25 mm. The average tissue thickness for each type of device is displayed in Table 2. Moreover, neointimal coverage was equally robust for both incompletely and completely occluded aneurysms, as seen in Figure 2. In many cases, the luminal surface of the tissue, facing the parent vessel, was lined with endothelial cells (see online supplementary figure S4). The parent vessel appeared patent in all cases.

**DISCUSSION**

AIOs address several limitations associated with existing technology, such as coils, liquid embolic agents, and flow diverting stents. This study examined the proof of concept in vivo performance of a new AIO which we designed and tested in two different configurations, described herein as ‘coil-in-shell’ and ‘gel-in-shell’ devices. At 12 weeks post-implantation of either the coil-in-shell or gel-in-shell devices, no recanalization was observed in sidewall aneurysms, with several aneurysms...
demonstrating significantly improved occlusion compared with initial device delivery. Conclusions about occlusion and recanalization rates in bifurcation aneurysms could not be made due to the small number of bifurcation aneurysms in this study.

The design of these devices offers many characteristics that may enable improved aneurysm occlusion outcomes. First, the elasticity of the polymer shell not only allows it to fill the aneurysm on insertion of the shape memory NiTi wire, but also allows the device to absorb pulsatile pressures and resist compaction. Second, the composition of the shell itself can be tailored to render the polymer an active participant in the healing process. In this case, we used a copolymer of PU-HA, a non-thrombogenic native glycosaminoglycan known to promote cellular functions conducive to wound healing. We have previously shown that the bioactive properties of the PU-HA material may be tailored by altering the amount and molecular weight of the HA in the copolymer, and that the polymer retains these properties following exposure to shear stress. During aneurysm healing, PU-HA is used as a scaffolding to support cell growth and deposition of extracellular matrix at the neck of the aneurysm. Neither bare metal coils nor liquid embolic agents possess intrinsic bioactivity to mediate healing processes. It is important to note that our device relies less on complete initial occlusion of the aneurysm and more on stimulation of tissue coverage at the neck, thereby eliminating the aneurysm from the circulation more effectively over time. Even when initial occlusion was incomplete, the polymer encapsulated devices created enough stability and healing stimulation to enable the formation of a complete neointimal layer (figure 2B and 2D). The average neointimal thickness reported here is similar to the thickness of a normal canine (or human) carotid artery, and is substantially thicker than the neointimal coverage reported in other studies that used coils or gels for experimental aneurysm occlusion in canines. A thicker neointimal layer should lessen the probability of

Figure 1  Angiography of (A) sidewall aneurysms in canines treated with a coil-in-shell device or (B) a gel-in-shell device. (C) Angiography of a bifurcation aneurysm in a canine treated with a gel-in-shell device.

aneurysmal recurrence and further promote elimination of the aneurysm from the circulation.

Preliminary studies by others have shown that alginate mixed with calcium chloride may be used to successfully occlude aneurysms. We used an alternate chemistry that enabled greater control over gelation kinetics, allowing formation of a homogeneous alginate gel to serve as a conformal space filling material inside the PU-HA shell placed within the aneurysm. The benefits offered by the polymer shell last beyond initial device delivery, as the shell continues to contain the gel, protect against the formation of gel derived emboli during aneurysm healing and, as noted earlier, promotes neointimal coverage at the aneurysm neck. In contrast, neither ethylene vinyl alcohol (the polymer used in current liquid embolics) nor alginate directly support protein adsorption or cell adhesion, rendering these materials less effective with respect to promoting the cellular events that are needed to achieve neointimal coverage at the aneurysm neck.

Instances of incomplete occlusion of aneurysms in this study generally occurred due to a need for refinement of the initial device delivery, as the shell continues to contain the gel, protect

Figure 2  Histological sections of sidewall aneurysms in canines treated with coil-in-shell or gel-in-shell devices, 12 weeks post-implantation. Examples of (A) a coil-in-shell treated aneurysm that was completely occluded at all time points (dog No 2, LCC: 86.3% occluded at baseline, 93.3% at week 12), (B) a coil-in-shell treated aneurysm that had incomplete occlusion (dog No 2, RCC: 81.5% occluded at baseline and at week 12), (C) a gel-in-shell treated aneurysm that was completely occluded at all time points (dog No 3, RCC: 98.4% occluded at baseline, 100% at week 12), and (D) a gel-in-shell treated aneurysm that had incomplete occlusion (dog No 5, LCC: 64.7% occluded at baseline, 67.0% at week 12).
device placement technique, which showed improvement with subsequent implantations. Due to the device delivery approach used for this initial feasibility study, device placement was performed without the assistance of real time angiographic guidance. Additionally, the one instance of device migration was most likely due to a combination of undersizing of the device and improper placement. In this pilot study, the coil-in-shell and gel-in-shell devices were delivered in their fully deployed configurations in order to evaluate the ability of the devices to occlude and heal aneurysms without interference arising from delivery related complications, with plans for future work to address delivery of this device through an endovascular route. The future intended delivery method could consist of placement of a microcatheter in the aneurysm followed by the device being loaded into the microcatheter and subsequent deployment and detachment of the device in the aneurysm. Although delivery related complications were still encountered, the coil-in-shell and gel-in-shell devices proved successful in minimizing aneurysm recurrence and promoting healing, and thus show promise for further investigation for aneurysm occlusion. We did not see significantly better performance of one version of the device over the other. Two versions of the device were developed in order to address drawbacks noted with traditional coils and liquid embolic agents, respectively; this pilot study was intended to test their initial feasibility and performance. Future testing in a larger number of animals and the development of an endovascular delivery method may reveal differential advantages and limitations of these two devices relative to each other. This evaluation is currently underway.

Limitations associated with the AIODs described herein include device sizing, which must be precise in order to prevent significant filling of aneurysm. Due to the critical importance of proper device placement in endovascular procedures, an appropriate and accurate endovascular delivery mechanism for our device must also be designed; this is the focus of ongoing work. The cause of the parent artery stenosis observed in some of the cases is also a topic for future investigation.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Despite great advances in the development of endovascular techniques to occlude intracranial aneurysms, existing occlusion devices still suffer from numerous drawbacks, and there remains a significant need to develop new strategies that will improve long term aneurysm occlusion and healing. Although much work remains with respect to device deployment, our preliminary work suggests that the design concept presented herein—encapsulation of coils or gel within a bioactive polymer shell—has the potential to facilitate aneurysm occlusion and neointimal healing. The bioactivity of the polymer shell and its ability to form an elastic physical barrier against blood flow proved to be key features that enabled the shell to provide resistance against device compaction and stimulated robust neointimal coverage. Further work will be needed to evaluate AIOD efficacy relative to existing treatments, and whether decreased delivery time and recanalization rates can be achieved with these devices.
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